CORRECTIONS

SCB Vol. 15, pg 48: Royce 1-639, Pace 8093 (CCI-3001)
"Slider" #6...CHANGE, 'the middle'
to read - unused.

SCB Vol. 21, pg 35: Reference to TRC-86/208/214....
** See page 48 for Fo Mod. Notes.
   Change to read page 20.

Excalibur SSE: Owner's Manual line-up procedure.....
   Step 5, G, 2: correct the frequency to
   read 26.495MHz.

SCB Vol. 21, pg 18: 10KHz Jump Mod. Add......
   ADD.... solder 4.3K 1W 5% resistor from
   pin 8 to pin 9 of IC-6. OR add at the
   switch modification as shown below.

   4.3K 1W 5%

[Diagram of IC-6 pins and connections]

Pin 8, IC-6 (DC Ground)
Pin 9, IC-6 (Completely Isolated...)
Pin 16, IC-6 (Logic 1)

SCB Vol. 12, pg 40: RE: Specific Tune-up on President AR-7.
"Remove TR17, AMC Limiter"- WRONG...
CHANGE TO READ: Remove D8, AMC Limiter.